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Inertial Impaction

Bidirectional 
Impingement

Slug Catching

These coalescing filter-separators use dry type replaceable coalescer elements. 
They provide safe and efficient operation, convenient access, and exceptional 
service life. Their large rugged filter elements have pleated media to combine high 
efficiency with low ∆P.

Series R100™ / R101™ Coalescing Pipeline Filter - Multiple Stage
Design Pressures to 3000 psig std.

hawndra Products™, Inc.
Makers of Sparks Filters™

Horizontal vessels with vertical orientated coalescing filter elements, multi-
stage filtration utilizing gravitational settling and inertial impaction. Filter 
elements incorporate particulate and coalescing sub micron filtration. Inte-
gral slug catcher with (2) sump holding chambers with ease in maintenance 
and service - Hundreds in successful service - Vertical filtration (not hori-
zontal or vane packs).  A proven vertical coalescing system, new technology 
improving efficiency and maintenance down time while expanding element 
life. Quick opening closures - no tools required, no compressors or impact 
tools required.

All aspects - design, welding, testing, filter manufacturing completed by 
Shawndra in its own facilities; ASME VIII Div 1 and ASNT SNT TCIA Level I, 
II, III. PED & CRN Available.

Compare to Traditional Separator Technology
Using a google search for vane separators and mist eliminators, we found the following:
Anderson claims “100% 8 micron & greater”
King Tool claims “Extremely efficient”
Amistco claims “Generally not less than 20 micron.”
Burgess Manning claims “8 micron & larger - when particle size is less than 8 micron,     
     install a coalescer ahead of the separator.”

Vane Sepa-
rators look 
great when 

first fabricat-
ed - but not 

so great after 
a few months 
in service, 10-
20 micron at 

best.

The Handbook of Evaporation Technology (Paul E Minton) shows the following:
Vane Separators - Pockets and drain piping can easily plug with solids. Difficult to clean. Relatively expensive.
Mesh separators - Very susceptible to plugging. Highly susceptible to corrosion. Expensive.
Centrifugal & Cyclone - Lower efficiency than vane separators. A trap device is needed 
for liquid collection. Limited liquid handling capacity.

Independant Lab Tested:
Particulate:
99%       0.7 Micron
99.5%   1 Micron
99.9%   >5 Micron

Liquid:
99%       0.7 Micron
99.3%   1 Micron
99.9%   >5 Micron

Shawndra Products Efficiencies:

Horizontal versus Vertical Coalescing
Vertical filters drain towards the 

bottom - only 1-2” are wet.
Long tube type horizontal coalescing 
filters can 

“wet” out and 
lose up to one 

third useful 
area - Ele-

ment installa-
tion and main-

tenance can 
be extremely 
tedious, time 

consuming 
and costly.

Out of service Horizontal unit

New R100™

R100 / R101 vessels are 
engineered for horizontal 
installation with vertically 
oriented coalescing filter 
elements, and integral 
Slug Catcher. The angled 
element base support 
enhances fluid drainage. 
Quick opening closures 
and alternate element 
stacks are available.

Internal dirty sump area (below element base plate).

Multiple 
Horizontal 
Tubes lose 

efficiency and 
quite often 

by pass at the 
seals.

R100™ series filter is a horizontal pipeline filter with extended surface area vertical 
elements. Element service life has been extended tenfold and more. Complete service 

can be accomplished with a 3/4” adjustable wrench in less than one hour.

The largest natural gas supplier in the Appalachian basin installed Sparks™ R100™ coalescing pipeline filters at five coal bed methane operations in Virginia and West Virginia. 
These filter units have now been in continuous, service-free operation for six months or more. One unit (see image above) processes seven million cubic feet per day of  natural 
gas, filtered at the manifold head of  ten gas wells, to remove water, liquid mist, coal dust, and sand to protect two downstream Caterpillar engines and two compressors. R-Se-
ries filters remove the solid particles and liquids from natural gas, utilizing multi stage filtration technology vastly reducing maintenance service and downtime to compressors, 
engines, turbines and other gas fired equipment.

Another R100™ replaced a competitive horizontal element unit that required seven 4” x 36” elements, with change out needed every two weeks. The new Sparks™ series 
R100™ filter with only three elements operated continuously for six months without needing any service saving the CBM producer seventy-five hours of  remote field 
maintenance and over $20,000 in replacement filter elements. Payback on investment in as little as 9 months - Similar success stories continue.

Horizontal with Vertical elements
A slug catcher / impingement / mechanical separator and 

sub micron filtration in one easy to service vessel.

Shawndra Products Inc., 1514 Rochester Street, PO Box 488, Lima, NY 14485 
585-624-4500 (phone), 585-624-5300 (fax), www.Shawndra.com

Increase over 
Traditional separator 
technology  of  
over 75%

To service - 
Air Compressors, 
     Impact wrench & 
         many man   
      hours.

With over 500 R100™ / R101™ now in service - 

Improved Efficiency, Reduced Maintenance Cost, Reduced Operating Costs


